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RECORD TURNOUT FOR ANNUAL NFA EXPO

A new record amount 
of eager pyros arrived in 
Kingsport, Tennessee for 
the National Fireworks 
Association’s annual Expo 
September 8-12th.

114 companies had tables at the Trade Show, but 
that doesn’t mean 114 tables. There were quite a 
few companies that had three or more tables in 
their booth space for a total of 178 booths. “Every 
year I cannot believe our growth. It’s because of 
you, the members, that we have grown to where we 
are now,” said Executive Director, Nancy Blogin. 
Almost 80 new companies joined this year!

It rained almost every day of the Expo, but that 
didn’t keep the NFA shooters crew from shooting 
the many demos for four nights. Jason made plenty 
of notes on the new items that he liked the best, 
so look for his column in the upcoming months of 
AFN.

The first annual golf outing had five teams of four 
people, including a team representing AFN (me, 
Jason and Robert & Rick Hutchison from Mortar-
Rack LLC). We didn’t win first prize, but we did 
win golf towels and a coupon to a local BBQ place. 
At next year’s Expo, there will be the 2nd annual 
golf outing, organized by the AFN team. Details to 
follow.

The annual fund-raising auction brought in a few 

by Elizabeth Musselwhite Co-Editor, American Fireworks News & Fireworks Business

funds. Jason had graciously donated some rare 

items from his firecracker collection, and there 
were some other unique items donated like the 
picture shown below.
I wanted to get a picture with Jason & John Wer-
ner from Vulcan/Shogun, but John suggested Jason 
& I stick our heads through the holes in an en-
larged picture of his bronze win at LaRonde 2015. 
They also won first place for best musical score. 
The Silver Jupiter was won by JCO (Planete Ar-

tifices – Jacques Couturier S.A.S.U.) from France 
and the Gold Jupiter by Jubilee Fireworks Ltd from 
the UK.

We also got to see the Passfire movie in its 2-hour 
and 10-minute premier. Currently, it is in its first 
of many post-production edits waiting for feed-
back from viewers. As Jesse Veverka says, it is very 
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important to receive feedback from the viewers since 
it involves all of us in the industry. The Passfire team 
is trying their best to get the finished product before 
Fourth of July, 2016.

On Friday night, being that it was the anniversary of 
9/11, the NFA honored and gave a Salute to He-
roes (fire, police & EMS) serving our great nation, 
also playing God Bless America and our National 
Anthem. Over four thousand locals showed for that 
evening’s demos, each 
carload paying ten dol-
lars. The local Marsh 
Blood Drive was there 
too asking for donations. 
They ended up with 220 
pints of blood! The audi-
ence’s enthusiasm was 
outstanding, clapping 
after each demo and 
oohing and aahing over 
the bigger items.

At the business meeting 
on Saturday morning, 
hardly any members 
showed. It’s frustrating 
for the board members and for those members who 
do show that more members don’t show for the very 
important business meeting. This is not just for the 
Board; it is for everyone to listen to the trials and 
tribulations of running an ever-growing organiza-
tion, and to speak their mind about concerns they 
may have with the NFA. Bob Kellner, Treasurer, reit-
erated what Cam Starr used to say, “If no one shows 
up for a business meeting, then everything must be 
going smoothly.” So, next year, plan to show up for 
the business meeting. This is your organization to 
gain as much important information about running 
your company as smoothly as humanly possible.

Since I mentioned being able to run your business 
smoothly with all the various alphabet agencies, the 
NFA Board recognizes that we need advocacy in 
Washington, DC. But, unfortunately, that is very 
costly, and the NFA cannot afford it on its own. A 
new fireworks alliance was developed called the Na-

tional Fireworks Preservation Association (NFPA). 
The NFA Board is working on changing that name 
to maybe the National Fireworks Advocacy Associa-
tion or something similar since NFPA is too confus-
ing to the National Fire Protection Association, an 
organization that hates fireworks.

A very experienced lobbyist firm was retained and 
is headed up by Mark Anderson of Kelley, Drye 
& Warren (KDW). Their flat retainer is $8,500 a 

month. Mark was at 
the business meeting 
and gave an inform-
ing presentation about 
the new organization 
and his plans for our 
future. He is super-
charged in helping us 
secure our present and 
our future. He is going 
to help the NFA find 
more associations to 
build a coalition to join 
our fight from state 
associations, manufac-
turers, fire associations, 
and anyone that uses 

pyro of any kind. After he attended CPSC’s annual 
fireworks hurt event on June 30th, he was more than 
fired-up and angry with the way they are still using a 
forty-plus year fireworks study to make their point. 
He found out that the Today Show had the exclusive 
on showing this annual event and to show a nine-
minute video costing $19,000 of our tax dollars. The 
CPSC had banners up everywhere with the words 
#FireworksHurt. Mark says. “Using social media like 
Twitter and Facebook is so important.”

Mark has more than twenty years of service in 
government, so he knows how the system works. 
He wants to enhance our profile and recruit who he 
considers champions of the trade. Also to maintain 
lines of communication with DC. He says regulators 
develop new regulations to ensure their job secu-
rity. He emphatically says, “We have to be prepared 
before a crisis happens. An early warning system 
is needed and necessary.” There are four people, 
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including Mark, on this team of specialists and all are 
pro-fireworks. If you want more information about the 
NFPA or to obtain a copy of his presentation, you can 
send him an email at manderson@kelleydrye.com.

And since I brought up Twitter and hashtags, some 
members recommended starting a PR committee to 
get the word out to the public about the positive events 
the NFA is doing, for example, the Susan G. Komen 
donations from the golf outing and the Marsh Blood 
Drive given at the track on Friday night and so much 
more. Nancy said she gave a phone interview with the 
LA Times just before the Expo, about the biggest event 
in the country happening in Bristol, Tennessee. And 
she said the NFA got two new members because of that 
article. She said, “Social media has impacted us tremen-
dously.” John Werner said, “We don’t respond to ac-
cident reports. We need, as an organization, to respond 
to these reports.” Even if the accident doesn’t involve 
an NFA member, it is still an accident that involves 
fireworks. Sam Jones said, “Anything positive you do in 
your community, you should say you are a member of 
the NFA.” If you are interested in joining the PR com-
mittee, contact Nancy at nlblogin@gmail.com.

Nancy announced the election results with Don Lantis 
as President & Howard Fry as Secretary maintaining 
their respective positions.

Then Garry Hanson was asked to talk about the NFPA, 
since he is the NFA’s representative on the pyro com-
mittee of the NFPA; that is the National Fire Protection 
Association. He started with the removal of Chapters 6 
& 7 of NFPA 1124 that clarifies the legal ramification 
of selling and storing 1.4G fireworks. Covered fuses and 
flame breaks have also been removed. There’s no stan-
dard, no code now for the fire marshals to use. Then he 
talked about Chapter 5 in NFPA 1123 concerning major 
revisions to angled mortars and elevated platforms like 
rooftops. They were also talking about angled mortars 
for 1.4G too. Garry said he has 152 pages of notes on 
1123 alone! NFPA 1123 is open for public comment, 
so get on their website and do your duty! www.nfpa.org. 
Garry says, “We have to make our voices heard!”

Then he mentioned that the CSB (the Chemical Safety 
Board) that deals with hazardous waste disposal, like 
fireworks that have been seized and now need to be 
destroyed, asked the NFPA for a PSM (process safety 

management). Garry said that everyone should have a 
PSM for both 1.3G & 1.4G fireworks. If you have a fire 
marshal who doesn’t know what code to enforce, tell 
them to go back to NFPA 1124 2006 edition. Garry 
said, “The NFPA has the obligation to offer a safe way 
to code fireworks.” But the NFPA wants to remove the 
word FIREWORKS from all the codes.

Tom Dunaway then was asked to talk about his day-
long DOT Training. He says it is very important that 
NFA members who want to attend, to let Nancy or Tom 
know, with enough notice, so they can get the materials 
necessary for the training. He said for this Expo, only 3 
people registered, but 31 people showed. He had to turn 
away 10 people because he didn’t have enough material. 
DOT training is needed every three years, so this is the 
perfect opportunity to get that requirement out of the 
way instead of having to call Tom for a special training.

The business meeting was allotted an hour and a half but 
there was so much that had to be discussed, the mem-
bers voted to extend the meeting until Noon.

On Saturday night was another special night honoring 
our military. This was also open to the public and the 
stands were filled. First up was the presenting of our 
colors by the Vietnam Veterans of America, Chapter 979 
from Kingsport, Tennessee. We all remained standing as 
we proudly said the Pledge of Allegiance!
The next announcer was the Tennessee state representa-
tive, Jon Lundberg, also a retired Navy Captain. He 
asked the audience to stand if they were currently serv-
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ing our great nation. A few people stood. Then he asked 
if anyone had mothers or fathers that had served in 
the military. I was proud to stand for my father having 
served in the Intelligence Service of the Army during the 
Korean War. Then he asked if anyone had a brother, sis-
ter, son or daughter that had served. Quite a few people 
had stood. I wish he had asked if anyone had any family 
member that had served (grandfathers, uncles, cousins, 
etc.)

After the appreciative clapping stopped and the audience 
sat down, there were several vehicles from each of the 
conflicts (WWII, Korea, Vietnam, Desert Storm, and 
Afghanistan) that were driven out onto the track carry-
ing veterans. Even a helicopter flew high above our heads 
by Captain Greg Maddox.

Both nights were the way the NFA and the sponsors of 
this two-night event wanted to honor and appreciate all 
who serve our country.

Then Jack Leonard was given the mic and announced 
the first annual Cam Starr Memorial Consumer Fire-
work Club Challenge. There were two firework clubs 
battling for the win. The Ohio Pyro Arts Guild and the 
Pennsylvania Pyro Artists. They were given the same 
amount of consumer fireworks to produce a ten-minute 
display set to music. The contributors who donated 
product were BJ Alan Co., Dominator Fireworks, Gold-
en Peak Fireworks, Magnus Fireworks, Peak Performance 
Fireworks, & Firewire Initiators from MJG Technolo-
gies. Both clubs did a fantastic job, but the Ohio club 
ended up winning.

The final public display was shot by Lansden Hill and 
Mike Walden of Pyro Shows.

And even though many of the attendees were tired by 
week’s end, there was enough energy left for smiles, hugs, 
hearty handshakes, and a fond farewell ‘til next time we 
meet.

Next year the Expo will be in Grand Rapids, Michigan 
at the Amway Grand Plaza from September 6-10th. 
Contact information for the Amway Grand Plaza is 800-
253-3590 and www.amwaygrand.com. Don’t forget to 
mention the NFA when you book your room. 
#FireworksMakePeopleHappy!

Fireworks Make
People Happy !
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Fireworks business is going to be very tough in 
future years. Change is never easy but we need to 
change with the changing external circumstances 

(factory explosions, port closings etc) that we have no 
direct control over. The purpose of this article is to 
give you a few obvious to some, but not so obvious to 
the new to importing containers, the shifting expecta-
tions that we as manufacturers require to have a smooth 
business relationship. You can have a successful import 
experience if you learn what China manufacturers expect 
from you the importer. Would you like to become a 
knowledgeable fireworks importer?  I would like to 
impart my 7 advice tips with you so that you build a 
foundation of knowledge regarding what we as China 
designers and manufacturers want you to understand 
from our vantage point.

1. Do not try to pursue the lowest prices.

Why? There is an old Chinese saying: Cheapest is the 
dearest.  When you get a price which is much lower than 
the average on the market, be careful. Factory costs are 
rising due to higher labor and increased material costs 
so it is impossible to produce products for you with-

out a reasonable profit. If you go for the lowest quote, 
a broker or factory may produce for you; but they will 
heavily reduce the quality and performance standards of 
the items. You risk receiving low-grade items (bunch of 
junk) as well as inconsistent quality performance goods. 
The common ways for factory to set your pricing are: 
If there is 10 gram effect powder originally in a shot of 
an aerial cake, he will put 8 grams or less; 
Use inferior powder material instead of the quality so the 
colors are weak and unstable; 
Use of the weak soft tube packaging instead of a superior 
grade hard and protective packaging causes shipping and 
shelf deterioration issues. Your products could end up 
being “duds” or worst harming a customer. 
Lots of Chinese companies strive for your order by an 
initial “teaser” low price sheet but they may “cut cor-
ners” or not get the production of the items complete 
because company does not have solid financial resources 
or good name or good credit to secure completion of all 
goods requested. This experience you importers call “The 
Chinese Surprise”. The China email or call comes in late 
Spring that the following items can’t be finished in time 
and you must select from a list of generic factory over-
stock. The factory is basically saying we are not making 
any money on these items because of the unfair pricing; 
hence, you the importer are not going to receive the 
items in your container. So you were counting on those 
items to keep your shoppers with you and your supplier 
has broken their promise to you as well. This results 
in broken trust which can hardly keep your friendship 
let alone keep improving and developing your business 
relationship. This is a worst case situation where you will 
tell all your other pyro connections that you got shorted 
product or you got delivered inferior items in place of 
what you thought you would receive. Therefore, you risk 
seriously harm and bad reputation to your business as 
you are going to go ahead and sell regardless what you 
received in that container to try to recapture your invest-
ment.

In conclusion, allow in your shelf markup a reasonable 
profit to your vendors. You will win a long lasting trust 
and a China vendor devoted to continued cooperation 
and your success which is good for your business long 
term. Your customers will be happy with the end result 
and return to shop with you because the adage is true 
that “You get what you paid for”.

7 tips to improve 
your importer 
skills in a
rapidly changing 

volatile 
world export 
marketplace
by Marx Wu, President  Magnus Fireworks
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2. Be aware of “Copycat” Companies.

Every year, you may find some COPYCAT companies 
which are pandemic stealers of others first run design 
ideas. Whatever is a runaway consumer hit due to cre-
ative input, it then follows- knockoffs occur routinely. 
Directly copying the inventor’s effect, labels, artwork or 
names is a look alike knockoff. They will make a slight 
change to the exterior package but what is inside is not 
near the same quality production goods. While China 
has the reputation for creating knockoff purses and 
clothing. It would be a drastic mistake to do the same 
with pyrotechnics. The risk/
reward ratio is not worth 
it. Plus, many inventors are 
so sick of this flagrant bad 
behavior, so no surprise 
here, we have started to take 
action to protect ourselves 
by registering copyright on 
artwork or names. When 
you are cooperating with 
an un-innovative and copy-
only company, it will reflect 
eventually on your com-
pany reputation for carrying 
2nd or 3rd tier goods. It is 
better for you to look for a 
true high grade producing 
creative company, not a “me 
too” copy cat one or at least 
search for a compromise - a 
middle grade level consistent production factory.

3. Be aware of a just say “Yes Company”.

Like its name says, “Yes company says Yes to every 
request” you submit. But the fact is, when he answer-
ing Yes to you, he may never plan to fulfill any or all of 
it. What he wants is the temporary cooperation chance 
with you that may lead to others. Facing this situation, 
how can you detect that he is lying to you and will not 
be the honest partner you should be looking for? A story 
was told to me, one USA importer I shall call Bob for 
privacy sake, visited one company’s showroom when he 
came to China. He asked the owner: can you produce all 
these products listed on the shelf? China rep answered

Yes, we can produce them all and please place your 
order. But actually, many samples on the shelf are just 
their collection from somewhere else and even Bob woke 
up and realized that fact. 
If you place a container order with just any broker, be 
ready for the let down and realize you may be in a situ-
ation of a rep “overpromising and under delivering”. In 
conclusion, what you are looking for is an honest “tell 
the truth” company, not a nefarious one.

4. Before starting your business with ANY-
ONE, get 2 current references. 

When you come to visit China, do 
not just see his demo only. Go to 
the factories to test his production 
products and check the quality. 
Normally, the new products may 
not come into manufacturing 
in factory when you visit them 
in September or October. These 
samples are made from technicians 
themselves without AFSL testing. 
They may look great if the tech-
nician increased their standards. 
Unfortunately, it will not reach 
that level in final production un-
less they are violating international 
guideline rules and regulations. 
If moving forward with any bro-
ker/company, I suggest when they 
prepare the demo list for you, also 

ask to add some production products to shoot together 
so you can compare them. Otherwise you are risking a 
“bait and switch” delivery.

5. Do not import illegal products.

I receive this question often. Some clients ask “could you 
make some ‘special’ items for me?” Meaning they want 
overload that contain prohibited chemical products. My 
answer is, NO. These overloaded products that slip thru 
into the market, may bring your stores the wrong kind 
of visitors. You may have Alphabet Police visit which 
would be more trouble than the profit the item might 
make you. These products are then pulled especially if 
there is a reported accident. You now get the visit and 

Marx Wu (Magnus President and Don Lantis 
(NFA President) at the 2015 NFA EXPO
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you have the hassle of needing to destroy them follow-
ing CPSC “proper steps”. Plus CPSC and BATF follow 
the buying chain from your store door back to China 
factory. 
Bottom line: you are the one out the goods and the use 
of the product to sell. This is a painful way to hurt both 
of you and your reputation. And you now have your 
name and company on a FED watch blacklist. You only 
have your reputation and your product in this industry 
to keep you in business “if you are in it to win it” long 
term.

6. Avoid placing your order with an 
unrealistic timeline.

I harp on this every time I meet my customers. Many 
buyers have no common sense on the needed produc-
tion timeline of their orders. They spend (my opinion) 
way too much time deliberating and comparing prod-
ucts and vendors rather than asking” how much lead 
time is needed if I place an order with your operation in 
the next week”? 
You should place your orders in September or even 
earlier. The American expression “the Early Bird gets the 
Worm” applies. Normally, having 3-4 months before 
Chinese New Year would be a preferred timeline for an 
American order production cause there is dry and cool 
weather which keeps the powder at peak performance.

A good situation is you get your shipment started well
before festival so we do not have to rush. If you place 
your order at last minute, the factory will be very chal-
lenged to meet your schedule and you will get “The 
Chinese Experience”. They will be facing the spring 
rainy season, high peak “rushed and not completely 
dried” production along with uncertain backed up ship-
ping schedules, so that you may still be worrying and 
wondering when your goods will get finished and your 
container will ship.
Do not like high risks with your money? Then place 
your order by August, if you truly want the best out-
come- meaning getting every item you need for the fol-
lowing sales season.

7. Pay your bills in a timely manner.

Good payment is the key to your cooperation with your 
partner.
If you have good payment history, you will obtain good 
credit which is a great asset for your business and your 
future growth.
If you have some unique situation delaying your pay-
ment, you should tell your problem to your vendors in 
order to discuss an adjusted new payment arrangement. 
Nothing is worse than not hearing the truth in time 
to find a solution. We need your payments to keep the 
workers working and not leaving due to new better work 
opportunities.
Remember, when you fail to wire on time, it is time for 
your vendor/s to question why and adjust what they 
send you based on your actions.
A mutual partnership involves both sides giving and 
receiving complete transparency thru out the buying 
process.
We in China need to show periodically where we are 
with your production line so you can decide a plan B 
course of action if an item gets dropped or fails to pass 
ASFL tests.

This is my candid advice and I hope the information is 
helpful so both China and USA firework companies are 
on the same clear communication path in order to have 
a successful 2016 season.

(This article was also edited by Marilyn O’Connor, Owner of 
Boom Town Fireworks)

Here is a flow chart for your concept.
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Bristol 2015
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by Mark Anderson of Kelley Drye & Warren LLP

Presentation at the Annual Meeting of the National Fireworks Association

NFA Recognizes the need for Advocacy 
in Washington, DC 

• The Administration, in its waning months, is push-
ing forward with new regulations

• The House and Senate are having difficulty finding 
consensus on issues.  This can spawn mischief…there 
is a need to fill the time.

• The Executive Office of the President has turned to 
regulations to promote its policies and desires.

Why did the NFPA Choose Kelley Drye 
& Warren?

Kelley Drye has a unique strategy for engaging Congress 
and the Administration on the National Fireworks Pres-
ervation Association’s (NFPA) issues:

Advocacy and Issue Identification

• The Administration, in its waning months, is push-
ing forward with new regulations.

• We work with NFPA to advocate before the CPSC, 
DOT, ATF, and TSA, in addition to the relevant 
congressional committees of jurisdiction.  We advo-
cate before these entities on behalf of the NFPA and 
its members, in addition to encouraging the relevant 
agencies to move towards a consistent technical stan-
dard on testing fireworks.

• Jurisdiction over the Consumer Products Safety 
Commission (CPSC) lies with the House Energy 
and Commerce Committee (chaired by Rep. Fred 
Upton (R-MI)) and its Commerce, Manufacturing, 
and Trade subcommittee (chaired by Rep. Michael 
Burgess (R-TX)).  Former Congressman Lee Terry 
(R-NE), now at KDW, chaired the subcommittee in 
the 113th Congress, and serves as a key advisor to 
the NFPA.

• The Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 
Committee (chaired by Sen. John Thune (R-SD)) 
has CPSC  jurisdiction in the Senate and KDW has 
strong relationships with the senator and his staff.

Why Create the National Fireworks 
Preservation Association? 

• Capitol hill knows fireworks.   Now we need to en-
hance your profile and recruit champions.

• It is important to maintain lines of communication 
with staff to make sure that they don’t forget about 
you.

• A lack of attention can open the door to “rogue” 
ideas that can gain a foot hold in legislators and 
staff’s minds.

• Bring focus to the issues that affect you.
• Regulators continue to develop new regulations to 

ensure job security.
• NFPA will ensure that the industry has the advocate 

it needs talking about things that are important to 
you.

Issues that the NFPA will need to monitor and 
assess what action to take

• Operation Choke Point:  A federal effort designed 
to address money laundering is now impacting your 
industry.

• Some NFA members have been affected and KDW 
is doing research on the issue

• A letter was sent to a financial company inquiring as 
to why payment processing was stopped for a mem-
ber

• Veterans Affairs:  This Federal agency has been look-
ing at fireworks and PTSD.

• Many inside the agency believe that the 4th of July is 
“frightening to many veterans with PTSD.”

• Quotes from other doctors are posted on the VA 
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website discussing PTSD.
• “For Vets With PTSD, Fireworks Aren’t Always 

Cause For Celebration,” According to ABC7.
• Consumer Product Safety Commission:  Always 

does an annual pre-fireworks 
demonstration on the national 
mall.
• This year they produced 
a 9 minute video for $19,000 
talking about the dangers of us-
ing fireworks.  Today Show got 
the exclusive.

• Now, they are using a 40+ year old non-firework 
study to examine eliminating certain shells.

• Bureaucrats are working on things, which means 
that interacting with them constantly is key to avoid 
future issues.

• Need to make bureaucrats accountable.  Go on the 
offensive!  Justify use of taxpayer dollars

KDW’s Strategy with the NFPA

• KDW is working with the NFPA to identify and 
recruit champions on key legislative committees in 
both the House and Senate, as well as within the 
leadership of both chambers.

• We are working on developing a robust education 
and outreach effort, in addition to legislative moni-
toring of both chambers at the committee level. Kel-
ley Drye specializes in a “two front” effort..

• Congressman Terry is our point person at the agency 
level, as he has met with many commissioners and 
top staff during his 16 years in Congress.

• The NFA’s / NFPA’s grassroots reach and local eco-
nomic impact is a natural fit for developing a strong 
stable of allies and champions in Congress. Kelley 
Drye will identify members with a constituent inter-
est who may be willing to advocate on the associa-

tion’s behalf.
• KDW monitors the selected authorizing committees 

and federal agencies on your issues.  Things surface 
when you least expect it, especially when members 
and staff are not fully briefed…an early warning 
system.

• We will develop an appropriations strategy at the ap-
propriate time and when necessary.

• Our attorneys and professionals are on Capitol Hill 
daily interacting with policy makers and staff.  Our 
bipartisan credentials ensure that we are in contact 
with both the majority and the minority in both 
chambers. 

• The minority (Democrats) in the Senate can be just 
as influential as the majority (Republicans), which 
requires a different approach

• We have extensive relationships in the consumer 
products and international trade networks, which we 
can leverage as needed.

Kelley Drye’s Experience in Building 
Coalitions

Kelley Drye has helped form coalitions designed to add 
value to issue advocacy.  For example:
• Outdoor Power Equipment Association (OPEI)…

KDW successfully got legislation enacted that 
blocked CPSC’s rule on lawnmower safety.

• The Fur Industry…KDW was able to get a new law 
enacted that changed fur labeling, which was con-
trary to the desires of the Obama Administration…
This is unique as the House, the Senate, and the 
Administration were all controlled by the President’s 
party.

• All-Safe…Was a coalition developed to oppose the 
use of E-15 fuel.

• Steel…KDW has a strong base of steel clients, many 
who work together under our direction to advance 
“Buy America.”

• Water Sense…an informal group concerned about 
Federal standards regarding turf grass limitations.  
Included companies and organization’s like: John 
Deere, OPEI, National Hispanic Landscape Alliance, 
and Turf grass Producers International.

“NFPA selected Kelley Drye & Warren to be its 
advocate because we have the depth and ex-
pertise to advance your organization’s issue 

advocacy.”
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He really was a great guy, but a bit timid around fire-
works.  I’m speaking, of course, of my cousin Bruce.  In 
retrospect, I suppose his fear came from the time in the 
mid-forties when he and a friend lit a firecracker in the 
school yard, threw it, and it ended up exploding down 
the back of a girl’s dress.  That started his fear, and in 
later years his membership in the Long Green Volunteer 
Fire Company which preached NFPA propaganda only 
added fuel to his terror.  By the time I was a teenager, he 
would not even look at the boxes of fireworks my cousin 
Gary and I had amassed for the Fourth.  Instead, he’d 
just turn away, a cigarette dan-
gling from his lips, and mutter, 
“Damn fireworks.”

And his fears were only intensi-
fied when Gary returned from 
a vacation to the West in 1961 
with a large bag of goodies.  
Bruce and his wife Pat were 
having a cookout one Saturday 
night and Gary took the pyro 
with him to the event in hopes 
of lighting it on Bruce’s one 
acre lot.  For the most part, 
his hopes were dashed when 
Bruce looked into the bag, 
grabbed a tiny silver ball called 
a Flitter Spitter and barked, 
“This is the only thing you can 
light.”  We were heart-broken, 
but nonetheless, waited with great anticipation for dark.  
Since the pyro device bore no directions, Gary decided 
to throw it into the air to create a wall of silver sparkles 
as it fell to the ground.  And that he did in front of the 
entire family who had gathered to witness the spectacle.  
The fuse hissed and Gary threw the orb high into the air.  
But instead of taking fire while in flight, it sailed across 
Manor Road and settled into a large tangle of dry hon-
eysuckle.  Oh, how pretty the glow from the base of the 
bushes as the ball spewed sparks and briefly ignited the 
dry leaves on the ground.  That was enough to set Bruce 

off!  Into the house he 
flew, returning with a 
broom which he carried 
across the street and 
proceeded to beat out 
the already dead embers.  The family politely snickered 
while Gary and I rolled on the ground with laughter.  
But wait….. I have yet to tell the real story! 

Two years later in June of 1963, our family embarked 
on a day trip to Monticello in Charlottesville, Virginia.  

And on the trip, as luck would 
have it, we stopped at the Air-
port Market which sold south-
ern staples like hams, sorghum, 
and fireworks.

In the pyro section along with 
flying discs, helicopters, and 
parachutes, was an item that 
we had never seen: a winged 
contraption constructed of blue 
plastic and bearing the name 
Two Stage Silver Jet.  Gary and 
I had to have it.  So we each 
kicked in a quarter for its pur-
chase.  The entire way home, we 
held that thing, and wondered 
out loud what it would do.  We 
did not have to wait long before 
the Silver Jet and Bruce became 

acquainted and produced results that still bring tears to 
our eyes. Weeks before the Fourth, Pat and Bruce had 
planned a holiday outing for the entire family featuring 
a barbeque, watermelon, lemonade, and adult beverages.  
And by some miracle, Pat had talked Bruce into letting 
us bring our fireworks to set off in his huge backyard.  I 
had to work on the farm that day, so I did not arrive un-
til early evening when the food was gone, the kids were 
sunburned, and the adults were assembling their folding 
chairs on the lawn in anticipation of the upcoming pyro 
spectacular.  Gary had waited for my arrival so 

Bruce Goes Bonkers

Musings by Jack Leonard
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 we could begin “blasting” together, and as soon as I got 
into the yard, he lit a whistling chaser which scooted 
across the sidewalk.  The dog immediately fled into the 
woods which evoked tears from my cousin Debbie.  
After enjoying a variety of daytime fireworks, I walked 
under the large tin roof of the porch, got a Diet Rite 
Cola, and sat with the adults as the sun sank.  As I recall, 
it was a beautiful evening.  Hot and humid with lots of 
fireflies whose numbers increased after the sun set.  And 
then, in the distance, we heard a muted boom as the 
show in Glen Arm began.  As the noise faded, Bruce’s 
mom exclaimed, “There goes Kingsville!” as a red star 
shell burst over the tree tops in the distance.  That was 
our cue to begin lighting and did we have a blast:  buzz 
bombs, helicopters, mines, rockets, candles, and a variety 
of fountains.

For the finale we planned to fire the Silver Jet.  Now 
Bruce had seen this item in the bag during the day and 
took an immediate aversion to it, referring to it as “that 
damn plastic thing.”  When we announced that we were 
ready to light it, Bruce hollered, “I gotta go and get a 
broom for when the fire breaks out,” and onto the porch 
he ran for the broom as the jet spun with a shower of 
gold sparks.  Up into the night sky it went with a roar 
of silver.  When it burned out, there was a moment of 
silence and then we heard a loud CLANG.  That thing 
had decided to end its flight by falling onto the tin roof 
over the porch!  Bruce flew out like a madman with a 
broom and yelled, “No more!  No more!”  The assembled 
relatives applauded and then laughed as Bruce spun 
around, looking for the conflagration that never hap-
pened.  What a perfect ending for a memorable day.

There is a saying I like:  “Fireworks make people happy.”  
And on that distant Fourth of July, our pyro sure did 
make a lot of people smile.  Except for Bruce, of course.  
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The Prize goes To The 
Ohio Pyrotechnics Arts Guild

This year’s NFA convention featured a new event – the 
Cam Starr Challenge (aka The NFA Consumer Fire-
works Club Challenge) - a “shoot-out” between two 
invited pyrotechnic clubs. 

The clubs honored by being chosen for this inaugural 
event were the Ohio Pyrotechnic Arts Guild (OPAG) 
and the Pennsylvania Pyrotechnic Artists (PA Pyros). 
Both clubs were supplied with approximately $5000 
worth of identical quantities of 1.4 product generously 
provided by numerous NFA members. Their goal was 
to produce a display, lasting no more than 10 min-
utes, with the club providing the most pleasing effort, 
as reflected in the applause and foot stomping of the 
audience, vying for a grand prize of $5000 with the 
runner-up receiving $2500. 

 The First Cam Starr Challenge The NFA Consumer Fireworks Club Challenge

Each club came to Bristol with their show already 
choreographed and each had to spend several days pre-
paring the product for inclusion at the various points 
in their show. Product could not be placed on the site 
until the day of the show due to numerous product 
demos taking place every evening from the same loca-
tion.
Figure 1 shows one of three identical OPAG pods used 
in their display:
The product behind the pod is part of the 1.3 display 
shot that same night. Keep in mind that the PA Pyros 
had the same amount of product and you can appreci-
ate that the parking lot began to fill quickly.

Both clubs put on great displays showing creative uses 
of the product. Based on the Foot Stomp Index the 
Ohio club was declared the winner – you can watch 
their show on YouTube at 
https://youtu.be/Cxy8XJ3o8OI.

Article by Bruce Blom 
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Both The Ohio Pyro Arts Guild and The Pyro Artists of Pennsylvania

A Tennessee Volunteer and Shawn

Working on one of the pods
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THE STATE OF THE STATES

Michigan House Bill No. 4875 of Sept 17,2015. 

Introduced by Rep. Lucido and referred to the 

Committee on Regulatory Reform. A bill to amend 

the “Michigan Fireworks Safety Act” by defining a 

“Sky Lantern” and prohibiting the sale,

possession or ignition of such device.

I HAVE BEEN ELECTED PRESIDENT OF 
THE N.F.A. AND WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
EVERYONE WHO VOTED FOR ME.  I WILL 
CONTINUE TO WORK HARD TO KEEP OUR 
GREAT ORGANIZATION MOVING FOR-
WARD.

WE HAD A RECORD NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
ATTEND THE KINGSPORT CONVENTION, 
WHAT A GREAT PLACE TO HOLD THE EXP0 
AND THE FIREWORKS DEMOS.  THANKS 
TO EVERYONE THAT VOLUNTEERED TO 
HELP MAKE IT POSSIBLE.
IN A FEW WEEKS THE BOARD WILL MEET 
TO DISCUSS THE 2016 CONVENTION.

N.F.A. PRESIDENT 
DON LANTIS

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
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